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HOPF ALGEBRAS AND GALOIS DESCENT
Antonio A. Blanco Ferro
Knus and Ojanguren say in 151 that : "some of the me-
thods used in Galois theory and
formulated in the Hopf algebras
to Chase and Sweedler to define
terms of Hopf algebras which
don 't
	
formulate a corres ponding theory of de scent" . The pur-
pose of this notes is to develop this theóry, using as
Galois definition of object, the one given by Chase and
Sweedler in 121, and following the line óf exposition in
151
.
We define a Galois descent data over a Hopf algebra
H for a S-module M, being S an Galois
morphism of algebras h : H* -Endb(Ml
tion of "semilinearity" .
obtained as a particular
simply by taking . H - ks * , where k
S the finite group of Galois extension S
the dual of its group algebra . The characterization of the
descended object given in section 2, is useful fo,r several
questions related tó Galois H-objects studied in a different
in the radical theory may be
framework . This analogy led
a Galois notion of object in
generalizes both cases . They
H-object,as a homo-
satisfying a condi-
Starting with this definition it is
case, the Galois descent for groups,
is a commutative ring,
of k and ks *
way in 121 .
In section 3, once given . H as a Hopf algebra and .A as
an H-module algebra, it is defined the set of cohomology
of H with coefficients in A, Hl (H,A) with a distinghished
element, the class of the unit element of Reg(H,A) . If S is
a Galois H-object', then H1 (H, Homh (N, SON)) classifies the
twisted forms of N over S .
All through this notes K is a fixed commutative ring
with 1, each
	
0, Hom , etc . is taken over K .
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1 . Prellminaries
DEFINITION .1 .1 . A Hopt aJgebna (over k) is a k-module toge-
ther with the following structures p : H 0 H --» H multiplica
tion, e :H -H O H diagonalization n : k - H unit, E :H- k
counit so that (H, N , n ) is a k-algebra, (H,e,E) is a k-coa] ge-
bra ;N and n are homomorphisms of coalgebras, or equivalently
e and E are homomorphisms of algebras .
A Hopf algebra H is said to have antipode or inverse if
there is a homomorphism of k-modules a : H_ H such that '
N " (H®a) " .e=ñ " E =N " (a®H) " e : If t :H®H-HOHis the map
which interchanges the factors, then H is said to be
commutati.ve (cocommutati.ve) i f p- T = N á) . . Moreover
a : H-.H verifies t .e .t= (a®a) " e and N( *a®a) .
DEFINITION 1 .2 . A ~i.n.ite Hopo aígeb2a is a Hopf,a1gebra H
with antipode which is finitely generated and projective as
K-module .
DEFINITION 1 .4 . Let H be a Hopf algebra, and S be an H-object,
we define the algebra homomorphism . YS : S 0 S-S 0 H by the
formula YS (x
	
l) _ (x ® 1 H ) " a S (y) = a x á(1) 0 y(2) '
(y)
S will be called a Salo .i e
conditions are satisfied :
a) S is a faithfully flat K-module
b) YS is an isomorphism .
H-ob~ec.t if the following
PROPOSITION 1 .5 . 9~ H i4 a ~inite Hopt Algebna, then H*
Hom(H,K) la aleo a ~in.ite Hopt algébaa . 121 (7 .1) .
If H is a finite Hopf algebra and S is a K-module then
we have the following :
Hom(S,S®HI ' Hom(S,HomíH* ,S)! ?' Hom(H* 0 S,S) the first : :
isomorphism arising from the fact that H is a finitely ge-
netated projective K-module, the second is the adjointness
isomorphism . In particular if S is an H-object, we may apply
this isomorphism to the element aS of Hom(S,S 0 H) to ob-
tain a map bS : fl * ® S - S, which we sha11 write as
bs (g 0 xl - g(x) - E x(1) <g'1,x(21 > . It i s easy to see thatIxl
bs is a H* -module structure for S, 121 .
DEFINITION 1 .6 . Let H be Hopf algebra, a K-algebra S which
is a left H-module is called a H-module a)_gebaa if the
structure morphism (unit and multiplication) are H-module
morphisms .
If S is an H-object then it is a H*-module algebra .
DEFINITION 1 .7 . Let H be a Hopf algebra and A a left H-mo-
'dule algebra . We define an algebra A # H as follows :
A ® H as a K-module, the multiplication is
	
defined by
setting (x # g) (~ # h) _
(g)
x, g(1) (Y) # g(2)h (we write x#g
for x 0 S when thought of as and el ement of A # H, xeA, aeH) .
Where a (1) (yJ is the H-module structure of A, and unit
1A # 1 H .
A # H is cal1ed the jmajh paoduct of A and H.
In A , a structure of A # H-module is defined as
(x # g) (eg) = x A, g s H .
T E O R E MA 1 . 8 . .9~ H ij a ,Cin i.,te commu tat i ve Hopo aLgebaa and S iA
ang f1-obíect, then the jtatement4 beLav alee egui.va,(ent .
a) S i_a a Saio¡,i H-ob~ect
b) S id a f-in i,te .tg generca.ted ~aithW pao~ec ti ve K-modu .Le, and the
mapping y : S # H*-. ¿nd(Sl a2i.jing &om the .Ce~t S#H*-modu-
.Ce 4tnuctune on S, i.4 an iaomonph.t4m o~ a-Cgebna4 121
Th 9 .3 .
2 . Galois Descent
In th'is section H will be a finite commutative Hopf
algebra, S is a Galois H-object and M is a left S-module .
DEFINITION 2 .1 . A K-algebra homomorphism h : H *- EndíM)
g h. a
satisfying the ",jemi.lineazitg" condition expressed by
ha (x " m) = s g(1) (x) - hg (2) (m) wi th g e H *, x e S, m e M ,
is said to be a Saioi4 de4cent data for M over S .
PROPOSITION 2 .2 . Each .saloi . 4 deacent data ~on M oven S de-
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tenminea a ~ai.th~uily pnu~ective descent data o~ M oven S .
Coven4e.Ly each ~ai.th~uliy p2ojecti_ve descent data detenmi.-
nev one o~ Satoia .
Íhe4e pnoce44e4 ane i_nven4e to each othe2 .
Proof . Given
	
h : H*- EndIMI , we define
t : Cnd(S) Cnd(M)
t : CNd(S) 1-1 -- S # H*
Soh S ®End(M)
where p is the algebra isomorphism of theorem (1 .8) defined
as j).(,j#g)(x) = j .g(x) and e(x o ~) (m) = x- ~(m) is a S-module
structure for End(Ml .
To check that t is a faithfully projective descent data
amounts to seeing that t is an K-algebras homomorphism and
homomorphism of left and right S-modules
t will be an K-algebra homomorphism if
e . (S #h)- e' : S # H* -» End(M) i s an K-algebra homomor-
phism .
If x,y e S , 9,p 6 H * , then
e'( E x ' 9'(11 ( y l #S (2)p) (m)
e
(9) by definition of e'
v
End(M )
E 1,91(1) (y) - I ha (21 P(m)IIgl because h is a K-algebra homomorphism
n
x-9(1l ( u l ' h9(2) ( hp(m1J I(g.l because of "semi1ineari1ity"
n
x " ha I y . h
p
(m) l - e'(x#g) " 1 e(y#p) (m1I
by definition of s'
.	
The verification that t is a left and right S-module
homomorph .ism is immediate . , .
Con verse] y, given t : -'nd(S) -- " ¿nd(M) a . fa¡ thfully
projective descent data, we know that there exist iV, a
K-module, and ~ : S ®N -" -M an S-module isomorphism 151 .
We define h : H* -¿nd(M1 as
-(2 .2 .a) hg(m)- PE g(x¿ 1 a nt l
with m e M, 9 e H*
where E x ¿ a n ¿ _ -1(ml
From the relation between ~ and t, given ue ¿nd(S) ,
bm s M we obtain that tu(m) = ~( E u(xt ) a n'¿ ) where
-1 (m) - . Ext a nt deduced from 151 the 4 .3 . ; moreover
h < t " " ( ns o H * 1 because it is a composition of K-algebra
homomorphisms, i ,s an K-algebra homomorphism, and
E
g(1)
(x) " hg(21(m)(9l by definition of h
E g(i) (xl " I E S(2)(x¿) a ni
(g.1 t because bis a S-module homomor-
phism
E ~( .E -a( 'X) " -a(21 (x,¿ ) eni )lyl i because NSis a H-module homomor-
phism (1 .6)
E (x x . ) a n . ch (x . ml
t t Sa by definition of h, and because
is a S-module isomorphism
Then h verifies the condition of semilinearity . Both
processes are trivially inverse to each other .
In [51 up to isomorphism, it is defined the K-module N
such that S ® N y M by , N = {,m s M1 tu(x " m) - u(x1 " m Vx e S,
Vu e ¿nd(S1}
COROLARIO 2 .3 . qn the conditiona o~ theonem 2 .2 .i~
N' -{ meMlhq(m) - e(g) " m
	
Vq e H * } then N=N'
Proof . Gi ven m e N, then for every q in H*	w obtai n
hglmJ (by definition of h (2 .2 .))
1
t4) (1 # ql ( 1 S " m) (because me N )
II S
[ 4, (1 # q) (1 S 1 ) ' m (by definition of y)S
I
q(1 S ) " m (because n S is an H*-module homomorphism)
II
e(q) " m then N e N'
Given mcN', then for a ny xin S and any .u in <Snd(S) we have
tu (x " m) (by definition of .t (2 .2))
[e " (S 0h) . I,-1 ] u (x "an) (supposing ip -i (aj
1
[e (E x ¡ # hqj ) (x " m) ( by definition of e (2 .2))
Ex . " hq . (x " m) (by semilinearity of h )
Ex-L E q¡ (x)hq, (m) (because m.c N' )
(ql (1) (2)
u
Ex . E g . (x) e(q . J " m (because H* is a Hopf algebra)
.t ~ (q l ~( 1) ~(2)
11
E x(x) " m (by definition of p )
n
f(E xi # q¡ )(xJ " m- u(xJ " m then N' c N
a .Lgebna ruith 4.tnuctunea
PROPOSITION 2 .4 . `In .the hipothe4i4 o~ (2 .2), i.~ M la an S-
NM : M 0 S M - M and nM : S -- M and
the Saioi4 de4cent data veni~i,e4 the condition4 :
a)
	
hq(m 1 * m2 1 =
(q) hq( 1 ) (m 1 ) '
hq(2)(m2) m 1 ,m2 e M q e H*
b) hq( 1 M ) = e(q) " 1m q e H*
hen N i4 a K-aigebaa and : S N-M la an S-aigebita ijo-
monphi,jm.
ConvenAe .Ly i.A N i4 an K-algebna and ~ i4 a K-aigebna
i.4omonphi^ then h veni~ie4 the conditiona al and b) .
Proof . Using the relation between h and ~, the second part
of the proposition is immediate
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For the first one, we consider the diagram :
N
g 1
92
where the upper line is an equalizer by (2 .3)
91 (m) : H * ~ m
hq(m)
" M
q . ---~- £(q) . m
N
Hom(H * ,M)
and i is the inclusion of N in M .
Moreover,
	
for any n1 and n2 in N and g in H* we have `got that
y 1 [mm (n 1 o n2 1 ] = hg(n l " n2)
by a)
s h¢(1) (n 1 1, hq(2) ( n2
)
(gl by definition of N
( ~ I El, 4 (11 1n 1
.	e (2)1n2
because H *is a Hopf algebra
E: (o,) .n 1
. n2 = 92 [MM(n1 o n2 )]
NN : NON N
Then there exists
3 . H 1 and twisted forms
The rest of the proof is easy
In the section S indicates a commutative K-algebra .
DEFINITION 3 .1 . Le N be a K-module, possibly with some ad-
ditional algebraic structure . A tm¡,jt ~oa.m of N for the
extension S is an isomorphism class of K-modules [!3] with
the same type of structure as N has, and such that for each
representative !3, there exists ~Q : S®a -SON an S-module
isomorphism .
DEFINITION 3 .2 . If !3 is a coalgebra, A an algebra, and
,g e Hom(3,A) then we may define ~ convo.Lutcón g=~~g as
PA y) " AD
With this operation Hom(L3,A) has monoide structure
whose unit element is n A " E
a
. If a is a cocommutative coal-
gebra and A is a commutative algebra, then Hom(B,A) . is a
commutative monoide .
The group of invertible elements of Hom(B,A) for the
.convolution is denoted by Reg(13,A)
DEFINITION 3 .3 . Let H be a Hopf algebra and A .an H-module
algebra ; we consider the simplicial complex
0
	
6 0
Rey(K, A)-~ Rey(H,A) -+ Rey(H 0 H,A)~
á 1 62
n-1 n
ó0 : Rey( a H, A)- Rey(® H, A)
~ -. PA
. (H ¡a ~~)
where 'PA is the structure of A as //-module .
n-1 n
Rey( a H,A) -" Rey(® H,A)
,f . (H ® . . .® NH oHo . . . o H)
where u H is in the i-esima position
= 1 . . . n-1
n-1 n
ón : Rey( o H,A) - + Reg(« H,A)
E (4(1J (~pl) " "(2)'
(4)
We define a 1-cocyc.Le ~e Rey(H,A) as that one for
which á 1 ~= á0~^ a2~ or - what is the same Vg,pe H
~p4 =
We will say that two 1-coclycles >°,y e Req(H,A) - are
cohomoiog.ou4 if there ex¡ sts ve Rey(K,A)such that
á 0v A = y~61v
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The previous relation is an equivalente relation . The
set of equivalente classes is denoted by analogy with the
abelian
	
case H 1 (H, A) . It is a set with di stingu¡shed el ement
the class of nA ' EH , identity element of Reg (H,A)
PROPOSITION 3 .4 . Let H* be a Hopo algebra and (S,bS ) a com-
mutati,ve H*-module a .Lgebna . (fon exampíe i~ S i.4 a Sa.Co .i4
H-ob~ect) . lhen E' = Hom(N,S O N) --' ¿nds(S ®N) ij a . H-module
a.Lgebna .
Proof . We define
(uov) - u " v . N-S0N
where v(n) = E x{ o nt and u(nt ) _ E
g~
o n t~
i.
bE , : H* 0 ¿' - E'
g a u- q (u) . N -S 0 N
n -" E. g(xt ) o nt
where E x . ® n . = u(n) .
L
n- E xte~t o nt~
as N- SON
It is a simple computation to check that with these
morphisms so defined, Hom(N,S ®N) is a H*-module algebra .
To the Amitsur complex associated to the commutative
K-algebra S,
n 1
-
.
S ®S ~50 S0S . . .
we apply the functor Aut- (-ON)which associated the group
AutR(R ®N)
	
to each commutative K-algebra R and we obtain
o a 0 a
AutK(N) á-. Auts(S 0 N)_Au.tSo s(SNS®N) . -~
al a2
A 1-coclycle ~ is defined as an element of Auts ® S (S O S ®N)
such taht a 1 (~) = a 0 , - a2 . It is said that two 1-cocycles
~,g e AutS O S (S 0 S 0 N) are cohomologous if there exi sts
v e AutS(S ®N) such that a0 v " ,f = g " al v . The previous
relation is of equivalente over the set 1-coclycles . The
set of cohomology classes is denoted by H 1 (SIK, Aut(- @N»
and has as di stinguished element the cl ass of the identityin
AutSOS(S0S0N) .
PROPOSITION 3 .5 . qn the hypothe4¡4 o~ (3 .41, thene aae gAoup
homomonph¡4ma mt 4uch that ~o,L.Loming dcagaam4
a o a o
AutS (S ® N) AutS®S(SOSNN) AutS® S ®S(SOSOSON) .9
o
a
a
ate commutative4, i .e .
a o
2a
d 0
.
ru2-1
= cu .Q . a
-1-Rea(H* 0 H* , E') .. .
Proof . We define ma(0 : H * ® . . . a H* -Hom(N,S 0 N)
h 1 oh2 o . . . ohz --~6
where
	
e : N -S 0 N
m
being t x1x2 a . . . ® xq+1 a mi = x(15 ® " . " ® 1S®ml
The proof of the proposition is not essentially diffe-
rent to the one given by Sweedler in 181 .
4
Let be a finite commutative Hopf algebra, S a Galois
H-object and o : H 1 (SIK, Aut- (- 0 N) I- H1(H*,Hom(N,SINIlthe map
induced by w 1 . Then we have got the fol'lowings :
PROPOSITION 3 .6 .
m i4 g bi~ective map which tahea the diatinguidhed e.Ce-
mero finto the di4tinguiahed eíement .
Proof . a) 0 is surjective .
Let g r. Reg(H*,Hom(N,S® .NI1 be a 1-cocycle, we may defi-
ne then h :H*-¿nd(S ®NI
hg : S ®N ----~ S 0 N
being ~ gi ~ mi = g~(2) (m)
xem-" S E~(1/(X)gi®mi
(gl,c
being h defined like this, it happens that his a Galois descent
data, the proof of this assertion is easg, though it l is te
dious . There are then a and ,CQ	suchtaht ~a : S®a --» SON is
a left S-module isomorphism, h takes the form given in (2 .2 .a)
and the l-cocycle h'= . (t ®NI " IS®~l " (z®!31 " (S® 1 1E AutSOS(S0S®N)
is associated to ~ 151 . Where t is the application which
interchanges the factors ( 1 . 1 ) .
It
	
follows then that ¿v i (h' (m) - E y . g(x,)o m . -
(because S is commutative and ~ a S-module homomorphism) .
_ ~IEg(x t lo bJ (because of the (2 .2 .a) relation between
u and h ) .
hg(1 S ® ml (by definition of h starting from 9)
aq (m) Q .E .D . where
b) mis injective .
E xiob~= - ~(1S®m) and ~(9S®b,)
Let S and g' be two 1-cocycles is AutSNS(S®S®NI such
that w~(g) is cohomologous to m 9(g') in Reg(H* , Hom(N,S® NI
The 1-coclycles g and g' have associated to then [!3]
and [!3'] which are two twisted forms 151 respectively .m l (gl
has associated as in a) a Galois descent data whose descent
is 3 . Similarly ¿o (g,') with L3' . Because (2 .3) l3 and !3'
are respectively determined by the equalizers
B
91
Q ---" S®l3 yHom(H* ,S®Q)
a
g2
g>
Q' -+ S ® !3' Hom(H* , S ® !3' 1
Q .
92
Given v c Reg(K,E'I such that 60 vnm i ( g) =w i (g,'1 n 61 v
we form S®!3 ---~S08' .(NS 0N)-(S0v~l
where v ' i s the homomorphi sm of N i n S ®N determi ned by.v . ~
is trivially a left S-module isomorphism, simply taking
into account that ~Q and ~a , are too and that v has an
in.verse in Re9(K,<5') for the convolution .
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An eassy computation gives
y¡- = Nom(N*,~l " g0
for i=1,2 .
We have then that
	
a =l3' so they define the same
twisted form, and S and g' turn out to be cohomologous 151 .
COROLARIO 3 .7 . lhe .tuwi.a .ted ~onm o~ N oven S ate cia44i.~i.ed
in the hypothe4i4 o~ (3 .6) by NI (H * ,Nom(N,S 0 N» .
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